
LIFE AS A HOUSE

Life as a House is a American drama film produced and directed by Irwin Winkler. The screenplay by Mark Andrus
focuses on a man who is anxious to.

George got a severance package when he was fired, and he determines to tear down the shack he lives in, build
a new house, and win the love and respect of his son, all in one summer. I cannot proceed further without
informing you that very early in the movie spoiler warning , George discovers he has about four months to
live. Popular Blog Posts. And that two unassigned characters of opposite genders are required by the laws of
screenwriting to get together, even if one is a teenage pimp and the other a yuppie housewife. In the general
absence of studio movies with the slightest interest in marriage, adult or parent-child relationships, this
actually stands as one of the more sincere Hollywood dramas about all three so far this year. One involves a
character who discovers something astonishing and falls off the roof. There is also a scene involving
Christmas lights that strains geo-graphy, plausibility, visibility and special effects to the breaking point. As she
consistently does in all of her films, Malone projects an inner glow, intelligence and energy most of her cast
members leave somewhere between the trailer and the camera. The nature of his comeuppance is dictated by
the Law of Character Economy, which dictates, I believe, that the purpose of concealing his identity in an
earlier scene is to reveal it in a later one. That Sam and Alyssa will become friends, and a little more. Sam
Hayden Christensen , George and Robin's angst-ridden, pierced, drug-using and self-loathing son. It is a little
deadening to realize, at about the minute mark, that the problems of every single major character will be
resolved by the end. That Robin will want to share the experience with Sam and her two young children by the
second marriage , and will recall her early love for George. Some episodes in the movie seem especially
contrived. Directed by Irwin Winkler. In my experience, people on roofs tend to hold on while digesting
astonishing discoveries. For a time we assume he has Ali MacGraw's disease the sicker you get the better you
look , but a specific diagnosis is revealed toward the end. Those moments have truth, and they humble some of
the other material. Winkler oversees stately pacing with a production spilling over with pretty pictures.
Christensen works much too hard on behalf of his alienated teen character, and Thomas is curiously
marginalized as she flits back and forth between the men in her lives. George has a bad enough time with such
neighbors as nasty David Sam Robards and Coleen Mary Steenburgen , whose smart, sexy year-old daughter
Alyssa Jena Malone, seemingly growing up by the hour has her eye on Sam at school while running around
with bad-boy Josh Ian Somerhalder. In many ways, Kline has the easiest task of all, since his character has
nothing but his new house and Sam to focus on, until Robin comes around. Whether it is George and Robin
we like, or Kline and Thomas, is beside the point--the characters and actors amount to the same thing.


